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The Central Eurasia region
lacks a ranking of the best
startups to provide them

with development support

Startups cannot
objectively assess their

level of development

Investor plays "casino"
providing their money to

develop unsuccessful
project without global

potential



The StartupKPIs tool was developed to help startups
and investors analyze key product success indicators

that are of interest to developments



What can you do with 
StartupKPIs?

Evaluate the state of a startup through the eyes of investors 

Identify the growth points of a startup - making the strong
stronger

Optimize development processes and forecasts prospects, 
save money 

Calculate startup ratings at the development level:
 Idea, MVP, Sales and Scale



We create a ranking of
startups considering:

Calculate universal startup
development ratings (taking into

account the form of
development, the content of the

idea, and the team) -
StartupKPIs Rating

Business model of a
startup (in particular on
the example of SaaS) -

Rating Benchmarking
Board



Choose a business model and calculate startup success metrics. The key
"health metrics" of a startup that we evaluate using SaaS as an example:

ARR (Annual
Recurring Revenue) 

MRR (Monthly Recurring
Revenue) MRR Growth Rate

ARPA New Business  MRR Customer Churn Rate 

Revenue Churn Rate Burn Multiple Gross margin

LTV: CAC (Ratio of Lifetime Value to Customer Acquisition Cost) 
 



Rating Benchmarking Board



Rating Benchmarking Board

Where then the investor can see
the description

 of the startup/goals/business
model/team description



StartupKPIs Rating
Startup KPIs Rating is a system of scoring and evaluating

startups based on measurable numerical and other
indicators to showcase the best startups in the Central

Eurasia region (potentially the world) to accelerate
development



StartupKPIs Rating

Evaluation of the level of the
idea:
- originality, scale, growth
potential
Evaluation of the form of
development:
- Product Market Fit, CusDev,
risks
Evaluation of the team

Idea/MVP

Assessment of the level of innovation of the
product:
- Science intensity, use of industry 4.0
technologies, market and its growth
Evaluation of the form of development:
- Patent, speed of sales, entry into new
markets, risk consideration and guarantees
Evaluation of the team

Sales/Scale
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The figure shows a comparison of startups, taking
into account investment rounds. Now it is difficult to
track how startups are developing in the CE region

Compare the
development of
startups over time
and see the best
startups in the region

Based on KPIs, OKRs and
metrics

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113


StartupKPIs North Star Metrics
(soon)



StartupKPIs connects investors and startups through
calculated growth KPIs, so that entrepreneurs can
understand the level of their development, and investors,
based on it, make decisions about investing, greatly
simplifying the process of finding potential candidates,
ceasing to live in the casino investment paradigm, moving
to the time of science Rating Benchmarking Board and
StartupKPIs Rating

The new paradigm 
startup ecosystems of construction





What is Startup
Central Eurasia?
Startup Central Eurasia is an alliance of the Startup and
Innovation Ecosystem Developer Governmental and Non-
Governmental organizations, Techparks, Accelerators,
Incubators, Angel Networks, Venture Funds, Coworking
Spaces, and Startups to combine a strength for innovation
ecosystem development, mutual projects and collaboration,
exchanging information, planning joint projects and initiatives,
providing better access to the markets and opportunities,
created by Future Laboratory and supported by ITU.int 



Email us about suggestions, your
startup development evaluation
experience, and share additional

data:
maksim@futurelab.ge

ikashibadze@futurelab.ge
 anastasia@futurelab.ge 
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